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EmmaNicholsonis the Conservative Memberof
Parliament for Devon West and Torridge. Sheis

one of only a handful of MPs with a background
in computing, having joined ICL in 1963 where

she trained and worked as a programmer and
software designer. Subsequently, she worked as
a computerconsultant for John Tyzack, and as

a computer and general consultant for

McLintock, Mann & Whinney Murray. Her
interest in computing has continued in
Parliament, where she is now a council member
of PITCOM (Parliamentary Information

Technology Committee). She sat on the
Committee that scrutinised the Copyright,
Designs and Patents Act 1988, and was
instrumental in introducing amendments and
newclausesthat have major implicationsfor the
computer industry. In 1989, she launched a

campaign and introduceda Bill to outlaw hacking
and to control computer misuse and electronic
eavesdropping.

In July, Miss Nicholson addressed UK members

of the Butler Cox Foundation at the House of

Commons. This paperis an edited transcript of
her presentation. It has been supplemented by
the results of a subsequent survey of UK

Foundation members. This survey showsthat

Foundation members fully support Miss
Nicholson s view that thereis an urgent need for
legislation to control the misuse of computer
systems.
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Legal Protection for Computer Systems

Most people are aware of the damage that can

be doneto organisations by unauthorised inter-

ference with their computer systems. Computers provide criminals, malicious employees,

and even undisciplined students, with novel
opportunities for fraud, sabotage, prying into
private information, and misuse of systems.

These threats have been discussed in the past

and are well documented in the publications
listed in the bibliography at the end of this

paper.

It is less well known, however, that government
departments are rapidly computerising, not just
their owninternal procedures, but the consumer
services they provide to the electorate. The
computer systems that are being set up to
administer the collection of the community

charge, and the creation of new systemsto store

and process medical records are twosignificant

examples. Because of the sensitivity of the
information that will be held in these types of
systems, the Governmentis becoming aware of
the importance of systems security.

Hacking affects individual citizens

For me, thereal significance of the community

charge is that, for the first time, personal
information now held separately in a number
of sources is being drawn together and held

locally on a single computer record. Because,

for example, of the tapering system under
which onein four of the population will get a
rebate of some description, a considerable

amountof personal information will be held by

District Authorities, which could be accessed for

unofficial purposes.

In West Lothian and another Scottish District,

hackers claim to have deleted the recordsoflive
people, and replaced them with records of
people who have died, which meansthat the
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community charge will not be collected from the

live people whose records have been deleted.
The community-charge systemsin these councils
keepfailing and no-oneis sureif the failures are
caused by the hackers or by poor system design.

The police have been called in to investigate.

There are also concerns about the misuse of
computerised medical records. Such records are

becoming increasingly common as more and
more GPsinstall personal computers. Once the
District Health Authority hospital records have
been computerised, the GPs

records may be

linked in. Afterall the Health Authorities have

been computerised, which is supposed to
happen before 1991, the records may be
available regionally and then nationally online.

These developments will improve the treatment
available to patients because doctors will be able
to share, and build on, the knowledge gained
from different cases. However, there are
also substantial potential disadvantages. For
example, there have beencases in France where
the computerised records of blood donors have
been improperly accessed, and AIDS victims,
whoserecordsare, of course, marked because
they are not suitable for donating blood, are
being blackmailed. There have also been two
cases (again in France) where a computerised

intensive-care system was interfered with. Two
patients

have

died

as a result of this

unauthorised access to a computer system.

Iam very concerned about computerisation in
hospitals because people are going to be very
vulnerable if the information stored about them
is misused oris used in an unauthorised way.
I already know of two cases in which
information obtained from medical records has
been misused:

Thefirst concerns a cancervictim who had
not shared that knowledge with her family
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and friends. Somebody has found out,
through accessto her electronically stored
record, and is blackmailing her.

The second concerns a lady whois separated

from her husband. Her new-born baby has
some problems that she did not want her

husband to know about. He found out the

details of the birth and is harassing her
becauseof this.
These examplesillustrate that thereis increasing
public concern about the misuse of government
computer systems. Theresults of the Butler Cox
survey, and other surveys such as my own,
demonstrate that the business community is

equally concerned about the misuse of computer

systems.

Business is seriously concerned

The responsesto the Butler Cox survey showed
that both private- and public-sector organisations are seriously concerned about the threat
to systems security. (Details about the survey
are contained in the appendix and are
summarised in Figure 1.). The Butler Cox

survey was not available at the time of my talk.

However, my own survey, published earlier in
July, gave similar findings, albeit more

dramatic, on the hacking front.

The current Jaw is inadequate

The present position under British law is that
an unlawfulact, such as theft, fraud, or criminal
damage, is still unlawfulif it is done through
a computersystem. It is probable that displaying

obscene material on a bulletin board is not

illegal. I hope the new Broadcasting Bill may
take this in (the Home Secretary indicated this
in response to my Parliamentary Questions on

the topic). However, intrusion into a computer

system, in the absence of any criminalact, is
neither a crime nora civil wrong, and British
law provides no sanctions against the perpetrator of such an intrusion. In addition, data
corruption orinsertion is not a criminal act and
the planting of viruses, time bombs, worms,

Trojan horses, et al is therefore notillegal, nor
is the alteration of records stored electronically.
British law therefore covers cases where the
computeris the channel for an offence but not
those whereit is, in effect, the victim.

The new Copyright Act does makeit illegal to
copy software but, sinceit is only a civil law,

a fine of $2,000 is the maximum penalty.

Another problem arising from the lack of a

British anti-hackinglaw is illustrated by the fact
that I had to quote French examples of computer misuse. France has had a law relating to

the misuse of computer systems since 1985,
which means that there are now welldocumented cases of misuse. In Britain, there
is at present no obligation to report computer
misuse. Nor is there any point in doing so
because the police are not empowered to do
anything about cases in which the-computeris

the victim, rather than the channel, of the
crime. We therefore do not have data about the

extent of computer misuse. The only reliable
data comes from countries like France, Italy,
Sweden, Denmark, Canada, and the United

States, where there is legislation relating to
computer misuse.
Figure 1

Results of the Butler Cox survey

Nearly a third of the respondents said they had had to
forego some business opportunity because of concern
over systems security. The commonestlost opportunity
wasin providing servicesto travelling staff
services
that are increasingly seen as important in meeting
customer s requirements for rapid and effective service.

The majority of respondents were aware of incidents of
fraud, improperdisclosure, sabotage, hacking, or other
forms of computer misusein their organisations. The
commonest problem (mentioned by two-thirds of
respondents) concerned the misuse of system
resources. Muchofthis misuse wasoflimited
significance (playing computer garnes, for instance) but
it did include the theft of PCs worth £70,000, and
obscene andracist material disseminated via bulletin
boards.
A quarter of the respondents reported attacks on their
computer systems by disgruntled employees, although
damage was generally slight. However, the law asit
currently stands made it impractical to prosecute those
concerned.

A quarter also reported that their systems had been
accessed by hackers. Although most respondents
believed that this had caused no damageto their
systems, one had estimated that the costs of recovering
from a major sabotage attack were $4 million. (This
estimate was provided for the purpose of obtaining a
conviction under USlaw.)

One in seven of the respondents reported improper
disclosure of information held on their computers. Fewer
than one in ten were aware of computerfrauds, the
mostcostly of which wasthefts from ATMsusing stolen
or forged cards.
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Britain has six criminal laws that might, at first
sight, be used to deal with hacking. These laws
are concerned with forgery, abstraction of
electricity, criminal damage, interception of
communications, improper use of a public

telecommunication system, and data protection.
Unfortunately, they are all inappropriate:

Theforgery laws cannot be used because

of the decision of the Court of Appeal and
the House of Lords in Regina v. Gold and
Schifreen. That case was taken to the House

of Lords to prove that the forgery concept

could not be applied in the context of
hacking.

Abstraction of electricity is an offence
against section 13 of the Theft Act. There

are technical difficulties in applying this law
to hacking, but the major objection to such

a chargeis its artificiality. The mischief that

it seeks to counter is divorced from the
namely, the
substance of the charge
abstraction
electricity.

of

a trivial quantity

of

Criminal damage laws can be applied only
where property has been destroyed or
damaged, intentionally or recklessly. The

concept of criminal damage does not apply
to hacking,
corrupted.

even where

the

data is

The law relating to the interception of

communications can be applied only where
a hacker intercepts a communication being
transmitted by a public telecommunication
system. It is seldom an appropriate charge.

Improperuseof a public telecommunication
system relates only to sending messages
that are offensive. I do not think it even
covers bulletin boards.

The Data Protection Act can apply only if

the hacker records personal data that he or

she has obtained.

Even the English Law Commission recognises

that the existing criminallaw is of no real value
in the context of computer misuse.

A criminal law is needed

I believe, most strongly, that society cannot
expect companies, organisations, and indi-

viduals to take large and expensive steps to
protect the integrity of their computer systems
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without providing the appropriate legal backup.
I do not pretend that the law can provide for
every circumstance, but I contend that society
is behaving illogically if, on the one hand, it
says to companies and organisations,
You have
to lock the door , but on the other handit says,
By the way, if somebody breaks in we will sit
back and do nothing.

Lalso believe that a civil-law remedy for hacking
is inadequate. In my view, the reasoning and

recommendations of the Scottish Law Com-

mission report of 1987 should be followed. That
report proposed that hacking should be made

a criminal offence that could be tried both

summarily and on indictment, and be punished
by fine or imprisonment, or both. There are
many cases knownto the police that could have
been prosecuted successfully if an anti-hacking

law existed.

Many other countries already have laws cover-

ing hacking and other computer misuse andit
is important that Britain hassimilarlegislation.
If we do not, I suggest that we are going to lose

a lot of business.

My actions in Parliament

Lastyear, at the request of the British Computer
Society, I sat on the Copyright Bill Committee.
We managed to include in the bill several
amendments that the software industry thought

were crucial. It was wrong that those amendments should have been needed after the Bill

had been worked on for 10 years, and it
illustrates the gulf of understanding between
the legislators and the business world.

The final amendment was a new clause that was
designed to prevent hackers from obtaining
electronically stored copyright intellectual
property. That clause was the spur that per-

suaded metotry to bringin legislation to outlaw

unauthorised actions concerned with computer
entry into systems, electronic
systems
eavesdropping, data manipulation, data corruption, data addition, and data removal. The
legislation would also need to include some
allied points, such as making it possible for a
machine to be the object of a deception.

Having decided to my ownsatisfaction that

there wasa sufficient case for action, I started
to work within the parliamentary process. I
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wanted to achieve twothings. First, I wanted
to alert my colleagues on the Government and
Opposition benches to this problem. Second, I
wanted to try to alert the Government to my

concerns, which I believe are industry s

concerns, and to brief key Ministers on this
problem area.
The Early Day Motion

Myfirst step was to put forward the Early Day
Motion shown in Figure 2. (An Early Day Motion
is not debated, but MPs can add their namesto
it to indicate their support.) In wording the
motion, I deliberately steered clear of anything
that hinted of the right of ownership of information or the value of information.

Information is a trigger word in Parliament.
Everyonehas his or her own preconceived ideas
about what information meansin the context

of government, and any mention of the word
will start endless debates. Many in the Labour
Party, for example, start from the premise that

the full-time aim of the Government is to

prevent disclosure of any information atall.

I concentrated on computer hacking becauseI

had discovered through my work on the
Copyright Bill Committee that the word
computer made many colleagues eyes glaze
over, and caused any Ministers presentto retire
to the end of the lobby as fast as possible.
However, I also discovered that the phrase
computer hacking actually attracted their
attention. I have therefore deliberately been
using the words computer hacking as a sort of
trailer. Indeed, the shorttitle of the subsequent
Bill I sponsoredis the Anti-HackingBill , even
though it does not cover the totality of the
legislation I was proposing. It certainly does
Figure 2.

The Early Day Motion

Unauthorised penetration of computerfiles
That this House recognises with the deepest concern,
the rash of unauthorised invasions by outside parties of
Government and business computerfiles on mainframe
systems; recognises the potential threats to national
security posed by such activities as well as other
deleterious effects of such breaches of security; urges
HM Government to review its current policies on
interdiction against offenders and to draft legislation to
institutionalise and. codify theillegality of these practices
and empowerthe appropriate agencies to step up their
efforts at prevention and punishmentof future
transgressions of this nature.

not cover the scope of the legislation the
Government should put into its own pro-

gramme.

In all, 42 members havesigned the motion to

date, including Dr Jeremy Bray, the Opposition
spokesman on Science and Technology. I could
now seek many moresignatures, but there is
really no need; it is a cross-party motion and
already contains some important names.
Influencing the Government

My next step was to explore the Government s
attitude and work. I put forward, I think, 126
Parliamentary Questions to Ministers in February, March, and April. The answers gave no
information, but the density and spread of my
questions alerted Civil Servants and Ministers
across the board to my concerns.

The Anti-Hacking Bill

In May 1989, I introduced a short Private
Member s Bill. Such a Bill will become law only
if four circumstancesco-exist. First, the sponsor
needs to draw oneof the top six places in the
ballot for Private Members Bills in November

(to allow sufficient Parliamentary time.) Second,

the Government must wantthelegislation to be
passed. Third, the Opposition must agree with
the Government. Finally, the subject matter of
the Bill has to be very non-contentious. In the
Private Member s Bill system, any MP can stop
your Bill, and someone frequently does.
MyBill, had it have been passed, would, subject

to certain conditions, have madeillegal:

Unauthorised access to any. computer or
communications system.

Radiation eavesdropping and wiretapping.
Jamming of communications.

Possession of equipmentforuse in obtaining
unauthorised access.

The penalties prescribed in the Bill include
confiscation of equipment, fines, and imprisonment for up to 10 years. The bill also provides
certain powers of search andseizure.

My Bill is a perfect example of a Private
Member s Bill that not only stood no chance of
being passed, but was actually designed so it
would not be passed. My purpose was to
demonstrate to the Government that a very
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short and simple Bill could, in fact, achieve the
results required by industry. Another purpose
was to havea Bill that I could show to the Prime
Minister and other colleagues, as well as send
to people whoputoutall types of scarestories,
such as that I was trying outlaw bulletin boards,
put a tax on modems, and so on. To show that
I did not intend to get it through Parliament,
I put the Bill downfor debate on 7 July, the last

possible Second Reading date for this session.
The purposeofthe Bill was to stimulate debate
and press the Governmentto act.

The Home Secretary s statement

On the morning of 7 July, Douglas Hurd, the
HomeSecretary, put out a statement (reproduced in Figure 3) in which he said that the

Governmentwas taking a very keeninterest in
the areasof legislation covered by myBill, and

would be making an early decision. The
implication was that the decision would be
positive and that the Government might well
include suchlegislation in a forthcomingsession.
I warmly welcomed this statement and
withdrew myBill.
Figure 3

The HomeSecretary s statement of 7 July

We welcome the valuable work which EmmaNicholson
has donein researching this serious problem and
bringing it to public attention. The Law Commission are
looking into the question of whether the law needs to be
changed and, if so, how. They will.report by the end of
September. We will need to considertheir report
carefully but quickly in order to decide how best the law
can be mobilised to deal with ah undoubted mischief.
Figure 4

Since then,I have heard the even more welcome
news that such legislation, were it to be
introduced, would be sponsored by the
Department of Trade and Industry rather than

the Home Office. The problem with the Home

Officeis that it always has too muchlegislation.
Certainly, the Home Office has a very full
legislative programme for the next session.
Indeed, I believe it is already having to drop
some extremely attractive potential pieces of

legislation that it just cannotfit in.

In myview, it is wholly right and properfor the
Department of Trade and Industry to promote

this legislation. Moreover, the DTI has more time

to considerit. (The DTI is a memberof the Butler
Cox Foundation and was represented at the
meeting by Mr Casey. The statement he made

at the meeting is reproduced in Figure 4.)

Next steps

The English Law Commission published a
Working Paper (number 110) in September 1988
on the misuse of computer systems. This Paper
called for evidence to be submitted by the end
of February 1989. After considerable pressure,
this deadline was extended and the Commission
has stated that it intends to report at the end
of September. This would allow sufficient time
for proposedlegislation to be included in the
Queen s Speech.

However, a report and recommendation by the

Law Commission does not necessarily mean that

the Government will take action. I have

Comments made by Mr Caseyof the DTI

Lam the person in the DTI who will be handling the
response to the Law Commission, and my colleague,
John Head-Rapson (who is also present), has just joined
me to work full-time on that activity.
Our task is to move beyond what Miss Nicholson
has done superbly well, and to examine the public
case for there being somelegislation. There is
considerable work to be done in this area, not
least because it is not yet clear that all 650 Members
of Parliament realise the needfor legislation against
computer misuse.

In considering our response, one of our main tasks
will be to foresee whatpractical legislation might look
like. We therefore have to consider in further detail issues
like those raised in the Law Commission s working paper:
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If there is an offence of unauthorised access, what
sort of people can authorise access to computer
systems?
If acrime is committed from a location in, say,
Scotland, using a telecommunication system that

passes over several other countries and accesses a

system in the United States, should the courts have
jurisdiction?
Do you define a computer, and, if so, how?

Notwithstanding the Law Commission, we have sought
detailed submissions from organisations. We are very keen
to talk to people who will be able to make an input on
those types of issues because werealise that any
legislation will be effective only if we resolve such issuesin
the right way.
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revieweda list of Law Commission publications

going back to 1967 andit is astonishing how
many have not been acted on by successive
Governments.
In response to suggestions from major computer
users and computer-security companies, I am
therefore setting up a new andvery large group,
which I will call something like the Computer
Misuse Challenge Group , to produce a proper

and considered response to the Law Commission

report. The first meeting of this group will take
place in mid-October.

If the Government then introduceslegislation
in the shape of a Government Bill, I will
reconvene the group and ask it to make
recommendations to the Department of Trade
and Industry and the HomeSecretary. Once the
GovernmentBill has been debated,I will suggest
to the group that it monitors the Select
Committee process. I believe that this will be

the most effective means of harnessing the

immenseintellectual and practical knowledge

of the problems of computer misuse gained by

industrial and commercial organisations in
recent years.

OUNDATION
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Appendix: Survey of Foundation members

of computersecurity, the frequency and nature

of breaches, andthelegislation that members
would like Parliament to introduce.

Business implications

Twenty-eight per cent of respondents said that
at least one new business opportunity or service
had been abandoned for computer-security
reasons. This was often due to the inability to
communicate securely with travelling staff.
However, programming computers and communications equipment to dial-out to predetermined numbers was regarded as
acceptable by most respondents.

Two respondents had found that the cost of

centres. Where costs could be identified, they

varied from one to two per cent of the
computing budget in non-finance sectors, up to

20 per cent in one company in the financial
sector.

Perceptions of threats

Respondents were askedto rate the seriousness
to their businesses of five categories of threat
on a scale of one(trivial) to five (serious). The

results are shownin Figure 5. Corporate fraud

and sabotage were seen as the most serious
threats. Non-finance sector organisations
perceived hacking to be not a particularly

serious threat, although it is a more serious

threat to companiesin the finance sector. Many
of the respondents were not even aware that
cellular radio systems could be a threat to
security.
Security incidents

Respondents were asked if their organisations
had been the victims of breaches of computer
security, classified under five categories:

implementing secure ~dial-out facilities and

Figure 5

panies had decided not to offer computer

Corporate fraud

Most respondents were concerned about the
costs and extended implementation timescales
associated with the provision and management
of sophisticated security systems.

Hacking

bureau services because
implications of hacking.

of the security

Cost of security

Eighty per cent of respondents were unable to
estimate their total computer-security costs.

These costs are usually not accounted for
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eavesdropping:
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Insecurity of
cellular radio

Trivial

o

encryption systems had madeit uneconomic to
provide commercial services. Two other com-

Perceived seriousnessof threats to
computer security

mmm Finance sector
mms Other business sectors

w

The survey examined the business implications

separately and are often spread over manycost

ro

In order to determinethe scale of the problem
of improper computer use and the business
world s attitude to it, Butler Cox conducted a
telephone survey of 42 UK Foundation
members. Most Foundation membersare large
organisations with considerable investments in
computersystems. They operatein all business
sectors and their views are therefore representative of British businesses as a whole.

Serious
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Computer-related fraud.

Sabotage, causing actual damage to
hardware, software, or data.

Improper disclosure, including by penetration of an online system, and by theft of

magnetic media or printouts.

Misuse of computerresources, including playing computer games, unauthorised personal
use, resale of time, and theft of property.

Hacking, defined as unauthorised access to
a network or online system.

The results are shown in Figure 6. The most
common breach of security was misuse of
computer resources, representing 47 per cent

of all the breaches reported. Hacking and
sabotage were the next most common(19 per
cent each). Only 5 per cent of the reported
security breaches were computer-related fraud.
Misuse

Mostorganisations tolerated a limited amount
of use of computer systems for personal use,
and, until recently, had adopted a similar
attitude to computer games. However, the

emergence of viruses has caused a significant

change in their policies towards computer games
and unauthorised software. In many companies,
staff can now besacked if they use computer
games or unauthorised software. Most
respondents insist that only software delivered
in its original shrink wrapped packaging can
now beinstalled. A majority of respondents
Figure 6

Percentage oftotal incidents by category

disclosure

Sabotage

10%

19%

Although notstrictly speaking misuse , several
respondents said that theft was, in the main,

restricted to PCs and consumables. One

respondent prosecuted an employee who had
stolen £70,000 of PC equipment.
Hacking

The respondents who reported unauthorised
access attempts on their systems believed that
little damage had been caused
exceptfor the
sabotage incident described below. More than

50 per cent of the respondents use security
software designed specifically to prevent

-hacking. This type of software reports on failed
attempts to enter a system, thus providing early

warning of hacking attempts.

Sabotage

Mostincidents of sabotage involved disgruntled

employees. While dismissals invariably followed
sabotage incidents, prosecutions were rare.
Often, physical damage was minor and damage
to software or databases could not be pursued
effectively in the criminal courts. One notable
exception concerned a US companythat, in the
process of prosecuting a hacker, calculated that
it had spent $4 million on repairing the damage
doneto its networked systems.
Improper disclosure

The majority of improper disclosures reported

involved internal staff

collaboration.

One

incident of improperdisclosure was the transfer

of software to a competitor via-a diskette. The

penalty imposed by the courts reflected the

value of the disketteitself, not the value of the

information it contained.

Fraud

Improper

required any package demonstrations to be

given on the supplier s own equipment.

5%

Fraud

Misuse

Seven per cent of respondents reported
computer-related frauds but several suggested
that some frauds remained either undetected
or were not advised to the computer-security
department. A bank reported substantial frauds
perpetrated by the useof stolen or forged cards

being used in ATMs.

Hacking

Legislation

As Figure 7 shows, nearly all of the respondents

believed there was a need for new legislation.
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Figure 7

Percentage of respondents supporting changesto the law

New legislation

Obtaining information tobeillegal
Hacking to beillegal

Ninety-eight per cent wanted newlegislation to
help them combat the threat to computer
security. Ninety per cent wanted hacking to be
madeillegal. Ninety-two per cent said that

obtaining and using unauthorised information
from a computer system should becomeillegal.

However, manyof these perceived that there
would be difficulty in drafting legislation that
would enable information or data to be
treated on the samebasis as a tangible asset.

Ten per cent of respondents said that any

20

30

40

50

60

70

80

90

legislation should allow them to dismiss
employees who misuse their computer systems.
A similar number suggested that, in the event
of a dispute, companies should be called upon
to demonstrate that reasonable precautions had
been taken to prevent misuse.
Ninety-eight per cent of respondentsindicated

that they would help to formulate a Butler Cox

Foundation response to the report on computer
security by the Law Commission of England and
Wales.
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Butler Cox

Butler Cox is an independent managementcon-

sultancy and research organisation, specialising
in the application of information technology
within commerce, government, and industry.
The companyoffers a wide range of services both

to suppliers and users of this technology. The

Butler Cox Foundationis a service operated by
Butler Cox on behalf of subscribing members.
Objectives of the Foundation

The Butler Cox Foundation sets out to study on

behalfof subscribing membersthe opportunities
and possible threats arising from developments
in thefield of information systems.
New developmentsin technology offer exciting
opportunities
and also pose certain threats

for all organisations, whether in industry,
commerce, or government. New types of

systems, combining computers, telecommunications, and automated office equipment, are
becoming not only possible, but also economically

feasible.

As aresult, any manager whois responsible for

introducing new systemsis confronted with the

crucial question of howbestto fit these elements
togetherin waysthatare effective, practical, and
economic.

While the equipment is becoming cheaper, the
reverseis true of people andthis applies both
to the people who design systems and those who
make use of them. At the same time, human
considerations become even more important as

people s attitudes towards their working
environment change.

These developmentsraise new questions for the

managerof the information systemsfunction as
he seeks to determine and achieve the best
economic mix from this technology.
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Membership of the Foundation

The majority of organisations participating in the

Butler Cox Foundation are large organisations

seeking to exploit to the full the most recent
developments in information systems
technology. An important minority of the
membership is formed by suppliers of the
technology. The membership is international
with participants from Australia, Belgium,
France, Germany, Italy, the Netherlands,
Sweden, Switzerland, the United Kingdom, and
elsewhere.
The Foundation research programme

The research programmeis planned jointly by
Butler Cox and by the memberorganisations.
Each year Butler Cox draws up short-list of
topics that reflects the Foundation s view of

the importantissuesin information systems technology andits application. Memberorganisations

rank the topics according to their own
requirements and as a result of this process
members preferences are determined.

Before each research project starts there is a

further opportunity for members to influence the
direction of the research. A detailed description
of the project definingits scope and the issues to

be addressedis sent to all members for comment.
The report series

The Foundation publishes six research reports
each year. The reports are intended to be read
primarily by senior and middle managers who are

concerned with the planning of information

systems. They are, however, written in a style
that makes them suitable to be read both by line
managers and functional managers. The reports
concentrate on defining key managementissues

and on offering advice and guidance on how and
whento address thoseissues.
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